Capture interest,
develop creativity
and build skills
with IF Oxford
Over 100 live activities 9–26 October 2021
covered a huge range of science and ideas.
The Festival explored complexity, wonder and
learning in print and at 36 online and 67 face-to-face
events with covid measures in place.
Year-round projects, live
events and on-demand
content across arts and
science develop creativity
and individual skills to
enrich society.

With print, digital and face-to-face options, 35,000
people engaged with on-demand or live content,
including 6,500 who came to 20 Oxford venues,
while we reached 1.4 million social media users.

May-July
Refine proposals
to create an exciting
public programme
August-September
Programme launch,
media campaigns
and events booking

Briefing sessions and 1:1
advice for development,
delivery and reflection
We cluster activities to
ensure they work with
specific audiences
Coordinated launch of
the magazine and
events list reaches 100k
social media users

November-January
Audience feedback
and independent
reporting complete

OX5
to
OX49

Skills honed throughout Oxford science and
ideas Festival offer teams confidence and
inspiration to develop business activities.
Contributor: "It's always so inspiring working
on projects for IF Oxford. The specialist support
is second to none! Festival dates and the
planning schedule are in my diary already..."

"to build public trust"
"explore contemporary and future careers"
and "share wonder and inspire others"
143 teams were part of IF 2021, representing
24 businesses, 62 communities or charities, and
24 universities or colleges from Oxford and beyond.

39

teams
represented
university or college
departments
and groups

OX2
OX3
OX4

Home
postcodes

IF Oxford is a coherent programme of knowledge and
skills, highlighting diversity in the modern economy:

30

teams
shared
work from their
companies

74

teams presented science
and ideas form charities,
communities or individuals

The 2021 science and ideas Festival pieced together
hundreds of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering,
Medicine and Maths) and SHAPE (Social sciences,
Humanities and the Arts for People and the
Economy) subjects for everyone to enjoy.
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We build capacity and skills in neighbourhood and
scientific groups, using learning preferences and
logic models like Generic Learning Outcomes to
make activities relatable and more impactful.

Other
UK

if-oxford.com/get-involved

Developing your ideas for a broad audience
is a valuable investment in public
speaking and professional communication.

We supported Parasol, an inclusive youth service, on
their own 'science journey' over three years, and in
2021 matched them up with Oxford Flight Group to
make a motion-capture dance music video based on
birds: watch Digital Body Ascent on if-oxford.com.
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Who gets involved?

The Festival is always experimental, and
can support your colleagues to innovate
in public spaces, using market research
tools to enhance engagement.

IF Oxford connects
community issues
with science to
inspire new ideas

October
Festival is live!

Could you support or be involved in the
next Festival in October 2022?

The Oxford science and ideas Festival gives
excellent exposure to businesses, research
and cultural organisations.

Outputs and impact
of the 2021 Festival

We nurture ideas from
science, cultural and
community groups
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IF Oxford 2021 was created by 575
creative professionals and volunteers,
all working together to provide safe
and authentic content as the covid
pandemic continued.

February-April
The open call
generates initial
ideas for events
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Participate and create the best science and ideas Festival

Projects connect
neighbourhoods
across Oxford & UK
Could your work inspire
dance, poetry or music?
Could it inspire people
across the UK, and build
their science capital?

IF Oxford is an independent
charity building science,
social and cultural capital

Thank you to the collaborators, supporters and talented
individuals who volunteer to make the Festival possible.

IF Oxford 2021 was supported by

Please help us
A strong science and
ideas festival makes
Oxford a great place
to work, visit and live.
Festival events
connect ideas
across subjects
and places.

Contribute
your content

Sponsor or make
a donation

Share your creative
technologies and culture
with people for a positive
impact on society.

Volunteer
with us

Promote IF Oxford to your
contacts, in newsletters
and on your social media

IF Oxford is an independent charity (#1151361), with
Trustees and a small team that work year-round.
Festival Team: Dane Comerford, Cathy Rose
Trustees: Ian Thompson, Rory Campbell, Tim Hart,
Claire Cockcroft, David Pyle, Bella Boulderstone

IF Oxford 2021: how, where, why, who, what and when
Email or
bulletin
(14%)

Festival
magazine
(13%)

News Banners

Multiple options: total >100%

Word of
mouth
(25%)

Online

How did people hear about IF 2021?
(5%) Social
media
(32%)
(5%)

(3%)

Festival visitors attending similar events

A gateway to great
science and ideas
70% of people are new
to IF Oxford, developing
their own science
capital: building
confidence, trust
and skills through
creative events
and projects.
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27% "None, this is my first time"
88% say
IF Oxford
is a key
cultural
event

24% "Once every few years"
37% "1-3 times a year"

Quality: visitors rate the event they
attended and the Festival overall as "good"
(90%, 6+ out of 10) or "great" (80%, 8+)

25%

Event learning
Festival
score
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Stimulating and strengthening

if-oxford.com/get-involved
Home baking brought flavours of engineering and
chemistry to 500 people: How to Bake a Star on
Earth featured Bake Off Winner, Sophie Faldo; and
chemist Jess Crompton joined chef Jonas Lodge
for Chemistry Confections: sweet and savoury.

Around a third of visitors don't normally think of
science as something they would do, so "science"
and "ideas" activities are a powerful combination for
a family, a group of friends or individuals to try.

Digital artist Cj Zangerle
created a QR interactive
sculpture for the Leys
Community Centre
using the Arduino and
LED technology used by
hundreds of our Glow
Your Own home-coders.

A covid-safe BLAST
together with Science
at the Shops and
Explorazone, were a
great return to faceto-face interactive
activities, stimulating
thousands of
conversations about
science and ideas.
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Event
score
2

30%
Likely to
tell

Adult with
children
(38%)

From its very first tours
during IF Oxford 2018,
residents and visitors
to Oxford are now
exploring LGBTQ+,
gender and colonial
heritage through the
city's literature and
architectural wealth.
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The Festival makes complex
topics accessible and interesting,
so 93% of visitors are very likely
or likely to tell a friend to try
IF Oxford events and will also
return for more themselves.

Adult
with
partner
(23%)

Adult alone
(21%)
Adult
family
(10%)

Adult and
friends
(12%)

Discussions connected people worldwide and in
Oxford venues with religion, democracy, and
Why is getting it wrong good for science?,
complemented by feature articles in our magazine.

to a broad range of children and everyone, including
the adults, enjoyed it! Great having a real hands on
event, especially during covid times!"

Performance is a powerful conversation starter and
Oxford Playhouse hosted the digitally-augmented
live performance of Anti Body with Q&A, from the
world-class Alexander Whitley Dance Company.
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Group composition at IF 2021 events

Visitors (ages 41, 11): "Absolutely fantastic, accessible

Uncomfortable Oxford
continues to highlight
the lesser-told stories
of a city with a rich and
complex history.
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63%
Very likely
to recommend

Multiple options: total >100%

To donate, volunteer, sponsor or get involved, visit:

40%

Learning: 90% learned something
new (6+ out of 10) to them

2021 visitor age profile

I enjoy 'science'
I might learn something new
The event sounded appealing
I have a professional interest
all
responses
I'm bringing someone else
multiple options

If you value our work, please support it!

The podcast has New York actor, Kineta Kunutu, as
Alice, who meets a Kingfisher, voiced by BBC
Radio 4 presenter of The Life Scientific, Jim Al-Khalili.

Events are valuable for combatting loneliness, to
connect with culture or enrich learning at all ages:
40% of festivalgoers come to learn; a quarter of
attendees are in Key Stages 2 or 3 (age 8–14); and
over half of visitors are adult-only groups.

1,000 responses I enjoy 'culture' events

5% "Once a month, or more"

150 years of
Through the
Looking Glass
inspired writer
JC Niala to
create Alice’s
Adventures
Beyond the
Canal, taking
the work of six researchers from across the UK and
USA and translating this into a 21st-century story.

What did people think? (0–10)

Why people chose their event/s

7% "Several times a year"

Six Glow Your Own
workshops transformed
technology trepidation
into creative coding
confidence, building
skills in science and tech.

Who comes? Who are the audience?

The great
big science
and maths
gameshow!
and Maths
variety show
highlighted
the role of
maths and
numeracy
in daily life
with music,
comedy,
puzzles and
technology.

